
• Past audiences include 
Goldman Sachs, Balyasny & 
Columbia Business School

• Author of Lead without 
Burnout, a #1 bestselling 
new release in work-life 
balance

• Featured in HBR, Fast 
Company, and CEOWORLD 

• Praise from 51 leaders incl. 
Fortune 500 Chairmen/CEOs
and PE/VC partners

• Former advisor to NBA 
coaches & GMs; partner 
& MD of a hedge fund; 
Goldman Sachs; 
Stanford

• “Your ability to present 
is unmatched.”

• “Really interesting – super 
dynamic. Like how you connected 

the basketball talk to the investment 
side. Motivating!” 

• “Really kept the audience engaged and 
interested. It was one of the best seminars

 I have ever attended.” 

• “Brilliant presentation. You’re a compelling public 
speaker.”

Audience

“Ryan’s presentation was well thought-out, impactful, and 
provided the audience with actionable takeaways that benefited 

the firm right away. He is a great speaker, and we will certainly look 
to have future engagements with him.” Travis Owen, Director, Balyasny 

Asset Mgmt.
“Ryan is a special talent and a special person. He addressed our entire 

group at Goldman, owning the room with war stories and investing insights 
and inspiring a group of high achievers to try to follow in his footsteps.” 

Matthew Fassler, former MD at Goldman Sachs

Helping Your Leaders
Maximize Growth

speaker since 2009
avg. rating 4.8 of 5

Speaker |  CEO Coach
Bestsell ing Author
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Contact Ryan Renteria at:
Ryan@TheStretchFive.com  |  TheStretchFive.com/top-executive-speaker

Trust, Truth, and Thoughtfulness: The 3 T’s to Lead Without Burnout

Ryan gives actionable takeaways, for the CEO to newly minted leaders, to enhance your leadership. You’ll leave with an 
array of action steps for creating an environment of trust, learning, and well-being.

It’s H.A.R.D. to Hire, Attract, Retain, & Develop Talent: Enhance Your Process for Big Progress 

All levels of leaders will leave with evidence-based takeaways on finding fits for your team, executing unique interview 
and reference diligence, and improving your team’s productivity.

Communicate to Elevate: 3 Keys to Cultivate Better Performance

Ryan gives concrete takeaways, for the CEO to newly minted leaders, to change how you communicate with those you 
lead and manage up. You’ll leave with processes for inspiring buy-in and loyalty, selling ideas to build collaboration 
and influence, and maximizing outcomes when things go wrong.

Speaking Topics

• Credibility from diverse experience: Coaches CEOs & other 
leaders on same 3 topics; Fractal knowledge of finance & 

consumer from Wall St; Advised unique leaders in NBA

• Evidence-based: Creates engagement, connection, and an impactful 
experience through high energy, authentic stories, and topical expertise. 

Always delivers high-value takeaways.

• Expertise in compelling virtual talks: interactivity, polls, NBA trivia, video, music, 
and unique stories from NBA/Wall St.

Why Buyers Choose Ryan

• Ryan conducts a discovery call with the client to understand their audience, challenges, and goals.

• He emails the description and bio that motivate the client’s audience to attend.

• His credibility with corporate executives, senior-level investment professionals, and other leaders minimizes risk.

Professional Process Minimizes Hassle and Risk


